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Gallery Kolkata
"Home of Modern Art"

by Engin_Akyurt

+91 33 2287 3377

Aimed at providing a platform for young artists in the city, Gallery Kolkata
features a fascinating collection of contemporary art. Situated in the
famous Duckback House in Kolkata, this is where you will find a bunch of
intriguing yet beautiful works of art by local artists.From canvas paintings
and sculptures, to photography and other installations, the works
exhibited here depict concepts and philosophies, that words can't
express.
www.gallerykolkata.com/

gallerykolkata@gmail.com

41 Circus Avenue, Duckback
House, 2nd Floor, Kolkata

Galerie 88
"Home of Modern Art"

by Hans

+91 33 2290 2274

One of the most popular contemporary art galleries in the city, Galerie 88
is where you will find a number of intriguing works of art by local artists.
Featuring a fabulous array of paintings by renowned and upcoming
artists, this gallery offers a visual and aesthetic treat for art enthusiasts
and curious minds alike. Apart from its permanent exhibits, a number of
workshops and temporary exhibitions are also hosted here, which usually
feature works by young, talented artists from across the country.
www.galerie88.in/

mail@galerie88.in

Academy of Fine Arts
"Art Beat"
What started as a small room loaned from the Indian Museum in 1933 has
proceeded to become a foundation for exploring art in the center of the
city. Located next to the Birla Planetarium and near Victoria Memorial, the
Academy of Fine Arts shares its creative passion in the form of exhibitions
spanning a multitude of expressions of art. The permanent galleries within
the Academy include the Contemporary Art Gallery, Old Textile Gallery,
Old Carpet Gallery, Miniature Gallery and the Rabindra Gallery which has
Rabindranath Tagore's original writings, manuscripts and paintings. A big
auditorium housed inside is known to host a variety of cultural programs,
theater etc. Training programs and art classes are also held regularly.
Around the main building, a number of interesting sculptures are sure to
pique your interest. Do check the local paper or inquire with the office for
current event schedules.
+91 33 2223 4302

2 Cathedral Road, Kolkata

28-B Theatre Road,
Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata

CIMA
"Walk with Art"

by garageband

+91 33 2485 8717

Since being founded in 1993, CIMA has gone on to become of the most
recognized centers of art and culture. A state-of-the-art gallery CIMA
features a fascinating collection of contemporary art by renowned artists
from across the country. Awe-inspiring canvas painting line the walls,
depicting various aspects of philosophical and conceptual art. CIMA also
organizes a number of exhibitions wherein budding artists are provided a
platform to showcase their talent and interact with established artists.
www.cimaartindia.com/

cimacal@vsnl.com

43 Ashutosh Chowdhury
Avenue, Sunny Towers, 2nd
Floor, Kolkata

Birla Academy of Art & Culture
"Exploring Art"
When you stand in front of the building, you are bound to wonder why the
academy needs such a high-storied structure to operate from. But once
you step inside, any such questions are rightfully and aesthetically, laid to
rest. Established in 1967, the Birla Academy of Art & Culture has been a
staunch proponent of the arts in Kolkata. The museum within the
academy has a number of collections including Indian, international and
contemporary paintings as well as sculptures. However, most of its eleven
floors are usually occupied by interesting temporary exhibitions and fairs.
The library is well-equipped with a number of resources on various forms
of art and culture. Apart from this, the academy also frequently organizes
cultural events as well as educational lectures, seminars and summer
classes on art. An annually held event called Kala Mela is aimed at
showcasing upcoming local artists. Located right next to Lake Kalibari,
you will always find something that piques your interest at this art hub!
+91 9339503280

www.birlaart.com/

biswas_t@birlaart.com

109 Southern Avenue,
Kolkata
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